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a b s t r a c t
An extensive amount of evidence has documented a diminished ability to predict and understand other
people’s action in individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Recently, two theoretical accounts,
the ‘‘Hypo-priors” and the ‘‘Aberrant precision” hypotheses, have suggested that attenuated Bayesian priors or an imbalance of the precision ascribed to sensory evidence relative to prior expectations may be
responsible for the atypical perceptual experience and difficulties with action understanding in ASD. In
the present study, we aimed to directly investigate whether difficulties in the appreciation of others’
intentions can be accounted for by abnormal interaction between these two types of information: (i)
the sensory evidence conveyed by movement kinematics, and (ii) the observer’s expectations, acquired
from past experience or derived from prior knowledge. To test this hypothesis, we contrasted the ability
to infer Non-Social and Social intentions in adults with and without ASD, using a series of tasks in which
both sensory evidence and prior expectations were manipulated. The results showed that attenuated
effect of prior expectations in ASD individuals does not result from a generalized impairment in mentalizing, but one confined to social intentions. Attenuated priors in the social domain predicted the severity
of clinical symptoms in the area of social interaction. Importantly, however, we found that reduced priors
in the social domain could be compensated by ASD through observational learning, i.e. through deriving
statistical regularities from observed behaviours. This capacity to balance reduced social expectations by
learning inversely correlated with the severity of repetitive and stereotyped behaviours. Collectively,
these findings suggest that adults with ASD exhibit a disturbance in the inferential mechanism that integrates sensory evidence into prior beliefs to produce accurate inferences about other people’s intentions.
Ó 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Diminished social functioning constitutes one of the core features of ASD. In the last decades, an extensive literature has
focused on disturbances of mentalizing or Theory of Mind (ToM),
i.e. the ability to attribute beliefs and other mental states to oneself
and to others, in individuals with ASD (e.g. Baron-Cohen, 1995;
Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985, 1986; Frith, 1989; Happé &
Frith, 1996). However, the nature of the impairment affecting
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d’Ulm, 75005 Paris, France (V. Chambon).
E-mail addresses: valerian.chambon@ens.fr (V. Chambon), tiziana.zalla@ens.fr
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0010-0277/Ó 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

action and intention understanding in ASD is still a matter of
debate (Hamilton, 2009). While children with autism have
impaired or delayed maturation of ToM, adults with highfunctioning ASD continue to experience difficulties with understanding others’ intentions in real-life situations, even when they
succeed on standard tests for ToM. Questions have also been raised
as to whether difficulties reflect selective impairments in mentalizing or disturbances of low-level mechanisms of action perception
or of the resonance mechanism supported by the neuron mirror
system (Smith & Bryson, 1994; Hughes, 1996; Russell & Jarrold,
1998, 1999; Zalla, Bouchilloux et al., 2006; Zalla, Labruyere, &
Georgieff, 2006; Cattaneo et al., 2007; Fabbri-Destro, Cattaneo,
Boria, & Rizzolatti, 2009; Vanvuchelen, Roeyers, & De Weerdt,
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2007; von Hofsten & Rosander, 2012; Zalla, Labruyère, & Georgieff,
2013).
Using different experimental paradigms, current studies support the notion of preserved goal and action understanding in individuals with ASD (Hamilton, 2009) while difficulties arise when
goals and actions are not visible outcomes, and have to be inferred
on the basis of the available visual and contextual information
(Cattaneo et al., 2007; Gomot & Wicker, 2012; Zalla, Labruyere,
Clément, & Georgieff, 2010). These results suggest that difficulties
with action understanding in individuals with ASD might arise
from impairments in complementing (i.e. contextualizing) the
available sensory evidence with other information. Recently, it
has been suggested that sensory atypicalities in ASD – such as
enhanced sensations, experience of sensory overload, or hypersensitivity – can be explained by a diminished influence of top-down
prior expectations on perceptual experience (‘‘hypo-priors”) associated with increased reliance on sensory evidence, possibly as a
consequence of enhanced ‘‘bottom-up” functioning (Lawson,
Rees, & Friston, 2014; Van de Cruys et al., 2014; see also
Pellicano & Burr, 2012). Such abnormal interplay between topdown priors and bottom-up sensory evidence may provide a simple explanation for ASD difficulties in inferring other people’s
intentions, by yielding significant deviations from normative Bayesian inference (McKay, 2012).
Bayesian models of intention understanding posit that our brain
is constantly engaged in the process of drawing inference on the
basis of two distinctive types of information: the sensory evidence
conveyed by movement kinematics and the observer’s prior expectations about which intention is the most likely cause of what is
observed, given past experience (Baker, Saxe, & Tennenbaum,
2009; Baker, Tenenbaum, & Saxe, 2006; Chambon, Domenech
et al., 2011; Kilner, 2011). Intention inference is contingent upon
an adaptive interplay between these two sources of information,
with observers tending to rely progressively more on their prior
expectations as the reliability of sensory evidence decreases, and
vice versa. Crucially, this interaction has also been found to vary
according to the ‘type’ of intention to be inferred, with participant’s
prior experience gaining weight over sensory evidence when inferring motor intentions directed at a third party (Social intentions)
rather than motor intentions directed at objects in isolation
(Non-Social intentions) (Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011;
Chambon, Pacherie et al., 2011).
Here, in accordance with theoretical models (Lawson et al.,
2014; Pellicano & Burr, 2012), we hypothesized that diminished
mentalizing abilities in individuals with ASD could be accounted
for by an abnormal weighting of these two types of information
(prior expectations and sensory evidence), in turn depending on
the type of intention to be inferred (Social vs. Non-Social intentions). Specifically, attenuated ‘‘top-down” priors might be responsible for difficulties encountered by ASD in inferring social
intentions. Indeed, social intentions often show a complex relationship with the behaviour they cause, i.e., in social situations
many competing intentions are potentially consistent with what
is observed. As such, social intentions cannot be unambiguously
inferred from mere observation, and prior knowledge is required
to constrain the space of candidate intentions (Chambon,
Domenech et al., 2011; Kilner, Friston, & Frith, 2007a, 2007b). If
individuals with ASD do show attenuated priors, one would expect
deficits to be more severe in social situations where priors are massively required (Lawson et al., 2014). Thus, particularly relevant to
the autistic symptomatology is the hypothesis that poor ‘‘socialspecific” priors may result in an incapability to reduce the intrinsic
uncertainty of social behaviours, in turn compromising one’s ability to effectively interact with others (Chambon, Pacherie et al.,
2011; Sinha et al., 2014; see also Fletcher & Frith, 2009). Although
not yet supported by direct empirical evidence, this hypothesis is

otherwise consistent with observations made in individuals with
schizophrenia suffering from negative (‘‘autistic-like”) symptoms.
While these patients exhibit poor prior expectations in the social
domain, they also rely more strongly on sensory evidence to infer
intentions when those are directed at a third party rather than at a
non-meaningful object (Chambon, Pacherie et al., 2011). Interestingly, it has been suggested that, in these patients, social situations
may not prompt the same expectations as those typically observed
in comparison participants, leading to the formation of abnormal
(unreliable) predictions about others’ social intentions (Zalla,
Verlut, Franck, Puzenat, & Sirigu, 2004; Zalla, Bouchilloux et al.,
2006; Zalla, Labruyere et al., 2006; Barbalat, Chambon, Franck,
Koechlin, & Farrer, 2009; Barbalat et al., 2011; Chambon,
Pacherie et al., 2011; Chambon et al., 2012).
In the present study, we aimed to test this hypothesis by contrasting the ability to infer non-social and social intentions in a
group of adults with ASD, as compared to a control group of typically developed adults. Participants were presented with a series of
video clips showing an actor manipulating (either transporting or
rotating) a non-meaningful object and asked to infer intentions
directed at an object or intentions directed at a third party, respectively. In both the ‘‘Social” and the ‘‘Non-Social” intention tasks, the
specific contributions of sensory evidence and prior expectations
to the intentional inference were systematically manipulated by
varying the amount of visuo-motor evidence conveyed by the
action scene (i.e. the completeness of action sequences) and the
probability of occurrence associated with each different intention.
We then looked at (i) whether participants’ performance on each
condition could be accounted for by an abnormal dependence on
visuo-motor evidence and/or prior expectations, depending on
the type (Social vs. Non-Social) of the intention being manipulated,
and (ii) whether this abnormal dependence – if observed – correlated with the severity of autistic symptoms, as measured by the
Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised (ADI-R) (Lord, Rutter, & Le
Couteur, 1994).
2. Methods and materials
2.1. Participants
Eighteen adult participants with ASD and twenty comparison
participants (CP) were recruited to participate in the study from
Albert Chenevier Hospital in Créteil. The groups were matched
for age, education, gender and full-scale IQ, as measured by the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (Wechsler, 1999) (see Table 1).
All participants were screened for exclusion criteria (dyslexia, epilepsy, and any other neurological or psychiatric conditions) prior to
taking part to the study. Participants in the ASD group had a clinical diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome or High Functioning Autism

Table 1
Means (and standard deviations) of demographic and clinical data for participants
with ASD and the comparison volunteers.

N (male:female ratio)
Age in years
(mean, SD, range)
Education in years
(mean, SD)
ADI [B,C,D]*
Full-scale IQ
Verbal IQ
Performance IQ
*

[B] = reciprocal
behaviours.

social

ASD

Comparison

p value

15:3
35.7 (7.7)

16:4
34.8 (6.4)

0.9
0.7

14.3 ± 3.3

14.5 ± 3.4

0.28

14.6 (5.7); 9.2 (5.2);
6.9 (3.2)
104.9 (18.6)
108.6 (15.6)
98.7 (20.8)

–

interaction,

107.7 (7.9)
109.7 (7.8)
103.7 (8.1)

[C] = communication,

0.55
0.78
0.35

[D] = stereotyped
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(HFA/AS) according to DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) and ASDI (Asperger Syndrome Diagnostic Interview,
Gillberg, Gillberg, Råstam, & Wentz, 2001) and the ADOS (Lord
et al., 2000) by experienced clinicians. Semi-structured interview
with parents or caregivers using the ADI-R (Autism Diagnostic
Interview, Lord et al., 1994) yielded scores in three content areas:
[B] social interaction, [C] communication, and [D] repetitive and
stereotyped behaviours, allowing the separate quantification of
severity of the symptomatology. The cut-off points for these
domains were 10, 8, and 3, respectively. All participants scored
above the cut-off points (Table 1). All participants gave informed
consent to take part in the study. The present research has been
approved by the local Ethical committee (Inserm, Institut
Thématique Santé Publique; C07-33) and performed in accordance
with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of
Helsinki.

2.2. Experimental design
2.2.1. General procedure
Both Social and Non-Social intention tasks were adapted from
Chambon, Domenech et al. (2011) and required the participants
to infer the intention of one or two actors manipulating nonmeaningful objects. Each task consisted of six blocks, and each
block consisted of two experimental phases: an induction phase,
followed by a testing phase (see Fig. 1, and Supporting information
Fig. S1). The induction phase consisted of 12 action sequences conveying a very high amount of visuo-motor evidence (1880 ms after
movement onset) to allow the participants to clearly distinguish
the different intentions being enacted. The testing phase consisted
of 36 interleaved trials in which action sequences were shortened
to convey various amounts of visuo-motor evidence (low, moderate, or high – i.e., 1480, 1560, and 1640 ms after movement onset,
respectively; see Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011, Supporting
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information – Text S1, for the selection and control of these
amounts). Each block was thus defined by one induction phase
(12 trials) directly followed by a testing phase (36 trials) – i.e.,
48 trials in total. In each block of both the Non-Social and the Social
tasks, prior expectations were manipulated by setting the probability of occurrence of one intention to 0.66 (i.e., 66% of the trials)
while setting the probability of the competing intention to 0.33
(i.e., 33% of the trials). Accordingly, the intention with the greatest
probability of occurrence was labelled the likely intention, whereas
the intention with the lowest probability of occurrence was
labelled the unlikely intention. This bias was randomly assigned
so that each type of intention was equally biased across participants. Each video clip was presented only once to prevent any
influence of memorized kinematic parameters on participants’ performances (72 unique videos per intention and amount of sensory
evidence). The order of the two tasks (Social and Non-Social) was
counterbalanced across participants.
Video clips were recorded using a digital camera (SonyÒ- HDRSR7) and were tailored using the software Adobe PremiereÒ. Stimuli were display on a screen at a frame rate of 60 Hz using PresentationÒ software (Neurobehavioral Systems, www.neurobs.com).
All the ‘‘Non-Social” video clips were performed by the same actor,
and only featured her naked arm. All the ‘‘Social” video clips were
performed by the same two actors and only featured their naked
arms.

2.2.2. Non-Social intention task
Video clips depicted an actor’s naked arm manipulating (rotating or transporting) a rectangular cube (Fig. 1A, ‘Non-Social task’).
A trial started with a fixation point at the centre of the screen for
500–2500 ms. Once the fixation disappeared, a video clip showing
a resting hand positioned in front of a cube (1000–1500 ms;
‘preparation’ phase), followed by a reaching-and-grasping
movement aiming at either rotating or transporting the cube

Fig. 1. Trials from the Non-Social (A) and Social (B) tasks. A typical trial starts with a fixation period (500–2500 ms), followed by a preparation phase (actor’s resting hand, or
first-opponent’s move) that was randomly jittered between 1000 and 1500 ms. The following action sequence consisted of an actor performing a single manipulation of a
meaningless object. Participants were asked to indicate the nature of this action by pressing the corresponding (left or right) response-box button within a 1500 ms timewindow. In each task, the visuo-motor evidence conveyed by the action sequence was manipulated by varying its duration on 4 distinct levels – from 1480 ms (low) to
1880 ms (very high) after movement onset. In each task as well, participant’s priors were manipulated by varying the probability of occurrence associated with each different
intention (A: ‘‘transport” (T); B: ‘‘cooperate” (Co)). Note the temporal structure of each trial, as well as the type of response required (rotate, or transport), are strictly similar
across both tasks.
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(1480–1880 ms; ‘action’ phase), was displayed. After a delay (central fixation point on a black screen displayed for 500–1000 ms,
uniformly jittered), two letters (T for ‘transporting’, R for ‘rotating’)
were randomly displayed on the left and right sides of a central fixation dot. Participants indicated their belief over the actor’s intention by pressing the corresponding response button as quickly and
accurately as possible (left or right, time limit: 1500 ms). Once a
response was given, the next trial started. The Non-Social motor
intention for which the probability of occurrence was set to 0.66
(i.e., the likely intention) was counterbalanced across participants.
2.2.3. Social intention task
Video clips depicted two actors manipulating (rotating or transporting) rectangular cubes (Fig. 1B, ‘Social task’). In this task, participants were instructed to infer whether a social intention was
of either a cooperative or defective nature. Participants observed
two actors engaged in a social game, in which they either cooperated by coordinating their actions in order to achieve a shared goal,
or defected by refusing to coordinate their actions. Taking turns,
the actors could either transport the closest cube to the middle column of a 3-by-2 grid (cooperation), or rotate it so that it stayed in
place (defection). Trials in the Social condition had the same overall structure as Non-Social trials: the first actor’s action was
entirely disclosed to the participants, whereas the second actor’s
action was made incomplete by varying the video clip duration
across the trials (1480, 1560, 1640, or 1880 ms after onset of the
second actor’s action). After a delay (central fixation point on a
black screen displayed for 500–1000 ms, uniformly jittered), two
letters (T for ‘transporting’, R for ‘rotating’) were randomly displayed on the left and right sides of a central fixation dot. Participants indicated their belief over the actor’s social intention (i.e.
cooperation or defection) by pressing the corresponding response
button as quickly and accurately as possible (left or right, time
limit: 1500 ms). Note that the second actor’s social intention either
differed from that of the first actor (i.e., the first actor defected and
the second cooperated, or the first actor cooperated while the second defected) or it mirrored the first actor’s intention (i.e., both
actors cooperated or defected). This second type of response strategy is known as a ‘‘tit-for-tat” (TFT) strategy. All over the session,
the probability that the second actor responded tit-for-tat was
therefore set to 0.66 so that, on average, she was more likely to
cooperate (rather than defect) if the first actor had previously
cooperated, and to defect (rather than cooperate) if the first actor
had previously defected (see Supplementary Methods, ‘Social
intention task’, for further details).
3. Results
3.1. Discriminability index (d0 ) and response bias (c)
Two types of analyses were conducted. Correct Response rates
(CR) were first analysed within each group using a 2  2  4  2
repeated-measures ANOVA with Group (Comparison versus ASD)
as a between-subjects factor, and type of Intention (Non-Social
versus Social), Amount of visual information (low, moderate, high,
and very high) and Prior (likely versus unlikely intentions), as
within-subjects factors (see Fig. 2, and Supplementary analyses).
Then, we aimed to quantify independently the effect of visual
evidence and the effect of priors on participant’s inference. To do
so, and following Skewes et al.’s guidelines (Skewes, Jegindo, &
Gebauer, 2015), we computed two parameters from the signal
detection theory framework (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). The
discriminability parameter d0 was first estimated within participants from each group, and can be viewed as a measure of how discriminable intentions are within each task (Non-Social and Social

tasks). A value of 0 indicates that the subject is unable to discriminate intention A from intention B (e.g., rotating vs. transporting),
whereas larger values (>0) indicate a correspondingly greater ability to distinguish between the two competing intentions.
To compare the effect of participants’ priors between types of
intention (Non-Social vs. Social), a score reflecting this ‘‘effect of
priors” was calculated for each subject in each task. This score, in
turn, was obtained by estimating a ‘‘response bias” toward the
likely intention (the intention onto which participants had strong
priors) using the response criterion parameter c. This response criterion was calculated as the sum of the Z-transformed hit rate and
the Z-transformed false alarm rate, multiplied by 0.5 (Macmillan
& Creelman, 2005; see also Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999). Note that
the response criterion c measures deviations from the neutral point,
where neither response (toward likely or unlikely intentions) is
favoured. If the participant’s decision criterion is located at this
point, c has a value of 0 (no response bias). Negative values of c signify a bias toward responding A (e.g., the likely intention), whereas
positive values signify a bias toward the other response B (i.e., the
unlikely intention).
We then entered d0 and response criterion c values into two
2  4  2 repeated-measures ANOVAs with Amount of visual information (low, moderate, high, and very high) and type of Intention
(Non-Social versus Social) as within-subjects factors, and Group
(Comparison versus ASD participants) as a between-subjects
factor.
The ANOVA on d’ revealed a strong effect of the amount of
visual information on discriminability performance: intentions
were, as expected, more discriminable as the amount of information increased (F(3, 108) = 222.13, p < 0.001, ή = 0.86). ASD and
comparison participants showed similar discriminability capacities
(main effect of Group, F(1, 36) = 3.16, p = 0.084, ή = 0.08), whereas
both Non-Social and Social types of intention were equally discriminable (main effect of the type of intention, F(1, 36) = 1.66,
p = 0.20). We found a near-threshold interaction effect between
the type of intention and the amount of visual information (F
(3, 108) = 2.64, p = 0.052, ή = 0.068), suggesting that Social intentions were overall less well-discriminable than Non-Social intentions, but for high amount of information only (post hoc tests,
Non-Social low vs. Social low: ns.; Non-Social MODERATE vs. Social
MODERATE:

ns.; Non-Social HIGH vs. Social HIGH: p = 0.003; Non-Social
v. HIGH vs. Social v. HIGH: ns.). The other interaction effects (i.e.,
Intention-by-Group, Amount of information-by-Group, and
Intention-by-Amount-by-Group) were not significant (all
F’s < 0.24, all P’s > 0.86). Interestingly, a complementary analysis
showed that ASD’ performances tended to improve to a greater
extent than comparisons’ when increasing the amount of visual
information (from low to very high) (main effect: P = 0.07,
ή = 0.08; Supplementary Analyses). This improvement was however irrespective of the type of intention (Non-Social, Social).
The ANOVA on response bias (criterion c) revealed no effect of
the group factor (i.e., the magnitude of the response bias was similar across both groups: F(1, 36) = 0.21, p = 0.64), and no effect of
the type of intention (Non-Social vs. Social: F(1, 36) = 2.92,
p = 0.097, ή = 0.07). Crucially, the interaction effect between group
and type of intention was highly significant (F(1, 36) = 8.31,
p = 0.006, ή = 0.19): comparison participants showed a greater
response bias for the likely intention in the Social, relative to the
Non-Social, condition (P = 0.002), whereas ASD participants exhibited a response bias of similar magnitude across both conditions
(P = 0.42). This result suggests that comparison participants relied
more on prior information when they had to infer Social intentions
relative to Non-Social intentions, whereas ASD participants did not.
Consistent with a Bayesian estimation scheme, we found a
significant main effect of the amount of visual information
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Fig. 2. Non-Social and Social tasks: mean percentage of correct responses (±SD) for likely (blue) vs. unlikely (red) intentions for each amount of visual information (LOW,
MODERATE, HIGH, VERY HIGH). The main effect of the Prior factor (likely > unlikely, all p’s < 0.001) and the main effect of the Amount of visual information (v.high > low, p < 0.001)
were significant in both groups. The Intention  Prior  Group interaction effect was significant (p = 0.011). Decomposing this effect using post hoc Fisher tests revealed that,
in the Social task, comparison participants chose the likely (i.e., ‘tit-for-tat’, blue line) intention more frequently than ASD participants (p = 0.04). Dotted lines: individuals
with autism spectrum disorders (ASD); Solid lines: comparison participants. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

(F(3, 108) = 4.50, p = 0.005, ή = 0.11), with the magnitude of the
response bias increasing as the amount of information decreased
(see Supplementary Information, Fig. S2). Finally, no significant
Intention-by-Amount of visual information, or Group-by-Amount
of visual information, or Intention-by-Amount-by-Group, interaction effects, were found (all F’s(3, 108) < 0.78, all P’s > 0.67) (see
Fig. 3).
3.2. Learning effect
A previous study using the same material and paradigm has
shown that typically developed adults exhibit a strong preference
for tit-for-tat (TFT) intentions over alternative (non-TFT) intentions
(Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011). Importantly, this preference
preceded the assignment of any probabilistic bias – i.e., arose early
in the task, from the very first trials of the experimental sequence.
Specifically, this preference was accounted for by a high proportion
of responses toward TFT intentions and by a cost in switching from
TFT to non-TFT intentions.
We investigated i) whether this spontaneous preference for TFT
intentions was equally present in both groups and ii) whether the
social intention and non-social intention priors were similarly
learnt in individuals with ASD and comparison participants. We
therefore calculated a learning index within each (Non-Social and

Social) task, and directly compared this index between comparison
and ASD participants. The learning index was computed by subtracting the response bias in the last block of the sequence from
the response bias of the first block of the sequence, in each task
separately. For direct comparison between groups and types of
intention, this index was input into a 2  2 repeated-measures
ANOVA with Group (Comparison versus ASD) as a betweensubjects factor, and type of Intention (Non-Social versus Social)
as a within-subject factor.
A significant Group  type of Intention interaction was found (F
(1, 36) = 4.44, p = 0.042, ή = 0.11), with the magnitude of the
response bias increasing more strongly over time in the Social task,
relative to the Non-Social task in the ASD group (Fig. 4). Post-hoc
analyses revealed that this effect was mainly driven by the fact
that, in the comparison group, the response bias increased from
the first to the last block of trials in the Non-Social task more than
in the Social task (p = 0.059). In contrast, no difference was
observed between tasks in the ASD group (p = 0.29). Note that
despite the initial lack of preference for the TFT strategy, the
response bias toward TFT responses progressively increased over
time in ASD participants, to finally equal that of comparison participants, as revealed by non-significant differences in the response
bias for TFT intentions in the last block between the two groups
(p = 0.68).

Fig. 3. Left panel: mean discriminability index (d0 ) in Non-Social and Social intention tasks. The greater the index value, the more participants were able to discriminate
intentions (e.g., rotating vs. transporting) based on visuo-motor evidence. Right panel: mean response bias for the likely intention in Non-Social and Social intention tasks,
pooled across all amounts of visual information. For the sake of readability, c values are shown in absolute value, i.e., the greater the response bias, the more participants
responded toward the likely intention. ns.: non-significant (>0.05). ASD: individuals with autism spectrum disorders.
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Fig. 4. Response bias (mean% ± SE) in both comparison and ASD groups throughout
the Non-Social and Social intention tasks (from block 1 to block 6). Comparison
participants exhibited an early preference for TFT intentions, as illustrated by a
significantly greater response bias in the Social (vs. Non-Social) task that is already
present from the very first block of trials (B1). ASD participants did not exhibit such
an early preference but progressively acquired it throughout the task, as illustrated
by a response bias toward TFT intentions that was as large as that of comparison
participants at the end of the sequence (B6). For the sake of readability, c values are
shown in absolute value, i.e., the greater the response bias, the more participants
responded toward the likely intention. B1 to B6: block1 to block 6; ASD: individuals
with autism spectrum disorders.

3.3. Response bias: Correlation analyses
As mentioned above, the Non-Social and Social tasks mobilize
different types of priors. The priors induced in the Non-Social task
were purely probabilistic (i.e., they were acquired by sampling the
task), whereas the preference for TFT social intentions appears to
be present before any probabilistic bias is induced. However, this
spontaneous preference gets progressively reinforced over time
through selectively increasing the occurrence of a particular intention at the expense of the other competing one.
We speculated that if these two types of priors (probabilistic
priors vs. TFT spontaneous preference) do indeed rely on different
mechanisms, one should expect the effect of priors, or response
bias, in one task to be poorly correlated with the effect of priors,
or response bias, in the other task. To test this hypothesis, we performed nonparametric (Spearman’s) correlation analyses between
response biases calculated for each task in each group of participants, and we compared them using a Fisher’s r-to-z transformation test (Weaver and Wuensch, 2013). The response bias in the
Non-Social task did not correlate with the response bias in the
Social task in comparison participants (R = 0.26, P = 0.26), whereas
they were highly correlated in the ASD group (R = 0.65, P = 0.003)
(Fig. 5). The difference between groups’ coefficients was nearthreshold (one-tailed, p = 0.07). The strong correlation found in
the ASD group suggests that priors biasing the response of ASD
individuals across Social and Non-Social conditions share a similar
mechanism. Although exhibiting no inherent preference for TFT
intentions, ASD participants would acquire this preference progressively through the extraction of observed regularities (i.e., through
probabilistic sampling of the task sequence), unlike comparison
participants.

Fig. 5. Correlation analyses between the ‘response bias’ scores calculated for each
task (Social and Non-Social tasks) in each group of participants. The greater the
positive correlation, the more likely it is that the response bias toward the likely
intention in one task relies on a mechanism similar to the response bias in the other
task. ASD: individuals with autism spectrum disorders.

3.4. Clinical symptoms: Regression analyses
Regression analyses were conducted to assess whether an
abnormal dependence on priors was predictive of the severity of
autistic symptoms, in the areas of repetitive behaviours and social
interaction as measured by the Autism Diagnostic Interview–
Revised (ADI-R) (Lord et al., 1994). For each clinical score, we conducted regression analyses using the ‘response bias’ score and the
‘learning index’ as predictor variables. We used either raw scores
(simple linear regressions) or their transformed values (simple
non-linear regressions with logarithmic, polynomial or exponential transformations). Models with the highest adjusted R2 and a
p < 0.05 are reported.
In the Social task, the response bias significantly and negatively
predicted the severity of the autistic symptomatology in the social
domain, in the ASD group (R2 = 0.27, P = 0.02) (Fig. 6A). The lower
the propensity to respond toward the likely social intention in
ASD participants (i.e. the less they relied on social priors to make
their prediction), the higher the severity of the symptoms in the
area of reciprocal social interaction, as measured by the ADI subscores. Moreover, the learning index negatively correlated with
the ADI sub-scores measuring disturbances in stereotyped and
repetitive behaviours (R2 = 0.24, P = 0.03) (Fig. 6B). We did not find
any significant correlations between the learning index in the NonSocial condition and the ‘stereotypy’ (R2 = 0.15, P = 0.12) or the ‘social interaction disorders’ (R2 = 0.16, P = 0.10) dimensions. Note,
however, that the negative correlation between social learning
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Fig. 6. Regression analyses between cognitive variables and clinical symptoms in ASD participants. (A) In the Social intention task, the magnitude of the response bias
negatively predicted the severity of social interaction impairments: the greater the response bias toward TFT intentions (i.e., the greater the effect of social priors on the
inference), the less severe the symptomatology in the domain of social interaction. (B) In the Social intention task, the magnitude of the ‘learning index’ negatively predicted
the severity of stereotyped behaviours: the greater the ability to acquire social beliefs throughout the task, the less repetitive and restricted the behaviours exhibited by ASD
participants.

and stereotypies became only marginally significant when controlling for non-social learning (partial r: 0.44, p = 0.076). This result
suggests that ASDs with less pronounced stereotypies were better
learners overall – while marginally benefiting from an extra boost
when learning from social cues.
4. Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether in
adults with ASD poor performance in inferring intentions might
be explained by an unbalanced interplay between top-down prior
expectations and bottom-up sensory stimulation. Specifically, we
expected to find reduced reliance on prior expectations when it
comes to inferring social intentions in participants with ASD. We
further hypothesized that such reduced dependence, if observed,
would correlate with the severity of autistic symptoms in the areas
of social interaction and repetitive behaviours.
The current results reveal that both groups were more accurate
in recognizing the likely (i.e. biased) intention – i.e., the intention
for which the probability of occurrence was set to 0.66 – at the
expense of the competing one, and showed increased preference
for this intention as the amount of visual information decreased
in both Non-Social and Social intention tasks. This finding is in
accordance with previous studies (e.g., Chambon, Domenech
et al., 2011) and consistent with a Bayesian estimation scheme,
which posits that in situations of sparse or incomplete data, the
observers tend to compensate for visual uncertainty by appealing
to their prior knowledge (Baker et al., 2009; Chambon,
Domenech et al., 2011; Jacquet, Chambon, Borghi, & Tessari,
2012, see Skewes et al., 2015 for a similar result). Our results also
show that prior information exerted a greater influence in inferring
social motor intentions than non-social motor intentions in comparison participants, while the effect of prior expectations was
similar across the two tasks in ASD individuals. Indeed, the magnitude of the response bias was greater in the Social than in the NonSocial task in the comparison group, while this bias exerted a similar influence on ASD group’s accuracy in both tasks.
A previous study using the same material and paradigm has
shown that typically developed adults exhibit a strong preference
for ‘‘tit-for-tat” (TFT) social intentions over alternative (non-TFT)
intentions, as measured by high proportion of responses toward
TFT intentions and by a cost in switching from TFT to non-TFT
intentions (Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011). This preference preceded the assignment of any probabilistic bias – i.e., arose early in

the task, from the very first trials of the experimental sequence.
Remarkably, unlike the comparison group, participants with ASD
did not show such initial preference for TFT intentions in the Social
task, but they progressively acquired this preference throughout
the experiment, so that at the end of the experiment the two
groups were equally biased toward predicting TFT, at the expense
of non-TFT, intentions.
Note that this reduced, initial sensitivity to social priors cannot
be explained by differences in complexity between tasks (e.g., conditional rather than marginal probabilities were to be computed in
the social condition) since participants performed at comparable
levels across both the social and the non-social experiments. Nor
is this result explainable by an increased attentional load in the
Social task, resulting from paying attention to a sequence of two
actions as opposed to a single act, which would have been more
detrimental to ASD than to comparison participants, since both
groups were equally successful in recognizing the ‘unlikely’ intentions in this condition (see Fig. 2, solid and dotted red lines, right
panel). Finally, it is of note that difficulties in ASD participants
could only be observed in conditions with the lowest amounts of
visual information (LOW and MODERATE amounts, see Supplementary
Analyses, and Fig. 2). This observation is consistent with what
would have predicted a Bayesian estimation scheme should the
use of priors, rather than the performance itself, be altered. Thus,
rather than showing a generalized impairment in inferring other
people’s intentions (i.e., a general decrease in performance for all
types of intention), individuals with ASD showed specific difficulties in predicting ‘reciprocating’ intentions. In other words, relative
to comparison participants, they relied less on the prior belief that
people spontaneously converge toward ‘‘mirroring” – i.e., toward
matching their behavioural responses (‘tit-for-tat’) – in situations
of iterative interactions (André & Day, 2007; Axelrod, 1997;
Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011).
It is noteworthy that the response bias –quantifying the influence of priors on participant’s response– in the Non-Social task
correlated poorly with the response bias in the Social task in comparison participants, whereas these biases were highly correlated
in the ASD group, suggesting that priors influencing the response
across Social and Non-Social conditions share a similar mechanism
in individuals with ASD. Thus, although exhibiting no inherent
preference for TFT intentions, ASD participants would acquire this
social preference progressively through the extraction of observed
regularities by the same general probabilistic learning mechanism
operating in the non-social task. The absence of spontaneous
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preference for the TFT mode of reciprocation – although compensated for by learning throughout the sequence – provides evidence
for attenuated social-specific priors in ASD.
Whether perceptual differences in ASD individuals – such as
enhanced perceptual functioning (Mottron, Dawson, Soulières,
Hubert, & Burack, 2006), enhanced sensations (Baron-Cohen,
Ashwin, Ashwin, Tavassoli, & Charkrabarti, 2009), or perceptual
biases to local or piecemeal processing (Happé & Frith, 2006) –
are best explained by a higher weighting of bottom-up sensory evidence (‘‘enhanced sensory precision”) or by a weaker influence of
top-down priors on perceptual experience (‘‘hypo-priors”), is still
a matter of a lively debate (see Brock, 2012; Pellicano & Burr,
2012; Lawson et al., 2014; Skewes et al., 2015; Van de Cruys
et al., 2014). Our results suggest that difficulties with action understanding in ASD individuals might arise from impairments in complementing (i.e. contextualizing) the available sensory evidence
with top-down information – i.e., ‘prior expectations’ about which
intention is the most likely cause of what is observed (see
Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011; Chambon, Pacherie et al.,
2011). Thus, the present study provides one of the first experimental evidence for a markedly reduced influence of top-down priors
(as measured by differences in response criterion c) on the intention inference process, with prior knowledge given less weight in
ASD relative to neurotypical participants, and yet normal
bottom-up sensory processing (as measured by d0 ). Importantly,
our results are consistent with a number of recent studies showing
that ASD present similar discrimination precision as neurotypical
participants, but weaker priors in discriminating stimulus orientation features (Skewes et al., 2015), localizing sounds in space
(Skewes & Gebauer, 2016) or predicting communicative actions
between agents (von der Lühe et al., 2016), but also reduced adaptation to facial identity (Ewing, Pellicano, & Rhodes, 2013) and
numerosity (Turi et al., 2015) as a result of prior expectations being
given less weight in predicting forthcoming stimuli, and more generally with recent theoretical works suggesting reliance on faulty
predictive models in individuals with ASD (Sinha et al., 2014;
Palmer, Seth, & Hohwy, 2015).
Noteworthily, the ‘‘hypo-priors” hypothesis (Mitchell & Ropar,
2004; Pellicano & Burr, 2012) posits that difficulties in using information from the past experience to drive expectations about
incoming sensory signals might explain both social and nonsocial symptoms in autism. As mentioned above, attenuated or
abnormal (unreliable) top-down prior expectations should lead
to greater reliance on bottom-up sensory signals, which might be
responsible for enhanced sensation and perception, experience of
sensory overload and the often-reported hypersensitivity in ASD.
In the absence of priors modulating (i.e., down- or up-regulating)
perceptual experience, individuals with ASD would perceive the
world more accurately than typically developed individuals.
Importantly, it is in uncertain situations that we rely most on our
prior beliefs to contextualize and inform our perception
(Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011; Lawson et al., 2014). Predicting
social events might thus be particularly difficult if one depends on
perceptual evidence only, without being able to call on precise
prior beliefs to contextualize other people’s behaviours
(Chambon, Domenech et al., 2011; Chambon, Pacherie et al.,
2011). Consistent with this hypothesis, significant differences
between the ASD and the comparison groups were found in the
social task, in which the many-to-one mappings between causes
(i.e., intentions) and observable evidence (i.e., information conveyed by movement kinematics) were increased, making the
action scene markedly more uncertain and the relevant computations more difficult.
Impoverished prior knowledge in the social domain, resulting in
an incapability to reduce the pervasive complexity of the social
world, could make it hard to understand any observed or experi-

enced social interactions, and ultimately be responsible for social
and motivational disorders often reported in this population. In
the Social task, a lack of preference for the ‘TFT’ mode of interaction
predicted the severity of ASD symptomatology in the domain of
social interaction, as assessed by the ADI sub-score. This finding
strongly suggests that poor expectations in the social domain
may also be relevant to explain social difficulties in everyday life.
Crucially, the index quantifying the evolution of both social and
non-social biases throughout the experiment (‘‘learning index”)
correlated with the severity of autistic symptomatology in the
domain of restricted and repetitive behaviour as measured by the
ADI sub-score. Repetitive behaviours and stereotypes can be
explained by reduced top-down modulatory control over motor
routines and acquired motor plan. An attenuated effect of prior
expectations on incoming evidence conveyed by other people’s
movement kinematics might result in diminished flexibility and
generalization leading to repetitive behaviours, such as stimming
and self-stimulation, as a means of dealing with the unpredictable
nature of other people’s actions. Similarly, repetitive behaviours in
ASD have been described as attempts to minimize the consequences of environmental unpredictability. Impoverished prior
expectations may bring about such unpredictability, and hence
repetitive behaviours as a way to mitigate anxiety arising out from
unpredictability, i.e., from a ‘‘confusing” and ‘‘chaotic” world
wherein other people’s behaviours seem to occur unexpectedly
and without cause (Sinha et al., 2014).
Importantly, the reduced ability to make reliable predictions
about other’s behaviour as a consequence of attenuated topdown priors, is in accordance with a more general disrupted cortical connectivity framework, as a model of ASD neural organization,
and neurobiological findings revealing abnormal top-down
neuromodulatory control exerted by higher-order regions over
posterior occipital and temporal areas responsible for sensory processing (Geschwind & Levitt, 2007; Just, Cherkassky, Keller, &
Minshew, 2004). Our observation of reduced prior expectations
in ASD individuals fits also particularly well with a recent hypothesis suggesting that an underlying impairment in predictive
abilities, resulting in an incapability to reduce the intrinsic
uncertainty of the world, may account for some of the most salient
aspects of the autism phenotype (e.g., sensory hypersensitivites,
stereotypies, difficulties with action prediction and Theory of
Mind) (Sinha et al., 2014; see also Sevgi, Diaconescu,
Tittgemeyer, & Schilbach, 2016).
Noteworthily, different modes of top-down control can be characterized depending on how ‘‘priors” are defined. A distinction can
thus be drawn between ‘‘empirical priors” that are learnt from past
observations, and ‘‘systemic priors” that correspond to built-in, and
often domain-specific, biases (Clark, 2013; see also Hohwy,
Roepstorff, & Friston, 2008; Trappenberg & Hollensen, 2013). In
the present study, the correlation between the severity of ASD
symptomatology in the domain of social interaction and lack of initial preference for the TFT strategy would suggest that social systemic priors are weak or altogether lacking in ASD. Importantly,
we observed that ASD individuals were still able to acquire this
‘‘systemic” preference though the same general mechanism leading to the acquisition of an ‘‘empirical” preference throughout
the task. However, this acquisition would be contingent on the
severity of repetitive and stereotypic behaviours in ASD individuals, as shown by a negative correlation between behavioural
stereotypies and our ‘‘learning” index: the less repetitive and
restricted the behaviours exhibited by ASD participants, the
greater the ability to acquire social beliefs throughout the task.
In the light of these results, we suggest that behavioural stereotypies, as non-functional, suppressible patterns of behaviour, may
serve as early clinical intervention targets to improve acquisition of
social-specific knowledge in ASD individuals, together with being
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useful indicators for identification and management of vulnerable
individuals in the domain of social interactions.
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